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About This Content
Eternal Lords is the major, second expansion for the acclaimed strategy game Age of Wonders III, marking one year of
continuous development since its release. With the introduction of the Tigran and Frostling races and the new Necromancer
class, players must adapt to a world on the brink of cataclysmic change. New features such as the Race Governance system,
which allows players to tailor features of each race in their empire to meet their strategic needs, add new layers of depth to
empire development and diplomacy. Embrace the forbidden powers and reign for eternity!

Eternal Lords Content Includes:
The Necromancer Player Class: The Necromancer’s legions march to establish an eternal kingdom, unifying all the
world’s races in death. The Necromancer creates spectacular undead units, such as the Bone Collector, a crablike
monstrosity which eats corpses to strengthen itself. Other units are summoned, such as the Banshee, which invokes
despair in the hearts of the living. The Necromancer’s dark magic allows players to convert towns to cities of the dead,
filled obedient Ghoul minions.
Torch Bearers, Grey Guard and Shadow Born Leader Specializations: These Champions of Good, Neutrality and
Evil respectively deepen the alignment mechanics and provide players of all classes powers to withstand the challenges
of the new age. Learn spells to summon mighty Angels, end game units who embody the essence of each alignment.
Frostling Player Race: Frostlings are a race of humanoids that emerged from the frozen north. Lead by their Ice
Queens, they embark on frequent raids in warmer lands. Their seafaring skills, offensive fighting style and frost magic
spread fear among the coastline villages they pillage. Frostings are even more deadly in their home arctic clime, where
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they build cities carved into the very glaciers they hope will someday grow to cover the earth.
Tigran Player Race: These feline humanoids hail from remote desert lands. They worship the sun and track the cycle
of day and night; life and death. Their natural curiosity about necromancy and the passing of regal souls into kingdoms
of glory in the afterlife inspires them to construct massive tombs. Tigrans are natural sprinters, capable of moving far
faster in combat than members of the other races, and are familiar with shape changing magic, allowing their mystics to
transform into Dire Panthers.
Eternal Lords Story Campaign. An epic battle of the forces of creation: fire versus ice, life versus death. As Arvik,
heir to a broken Frostling kingdom, you awaken forbidden necromantic powers to reclaim your realm. You will find
unlikely allies, and must choose between your Frostling roots or the full potential of your new found powers.
Cosmic Happenings: The dawn of the Eternal Lords has triggered cataclysmic events that can radically shift fortunes.
These events occur as the game progresses, disrupting the best laid plans and providing opportunities for cunning players
to gain an advantage. Falling Clouds can fill the world with mist, giving shock weakness to machine and armored units
and reducing sight range, while the March of the Troll King can cause armies of trolls to rampage across the map.
Race Governance: Relations are now tracked per race, allowing you to make careful decisions who to make war with.
Declaring war on an Elven city might give you a quick conquest, but don’t expect your Elven citizens to be happy about
it afterwards! As your relations with each race improve, you will be able to earn unique racial perks that boost your
armies and economy.
Unifier Victory Condition. When reaching maximum Governance for a Race, the production of a Unity Beacon is
unlocked in cities of that race. Building Unity Beacons for the number of races set in the victory condition, makes you
the Great Unifier and wins the game
A dozen Mysterious Map Locations: Capture the Reef Colony Dwelling, home to horrors of the deep, and discover
new treasure sites such as the Lich’s Castle, Temple of the Sands and the Hall of the Forefathers to benefit your empire.
Plus New Hero Items, Standalone Scenarios and more! Eternal Lords incorporates feedback from the community and
coincides with a free update adding: Play by Email "a-synch" Multiplayer Mode: which lets you play Age of Wonders III
when you want. You get an email notification when it’s your turn, boot the game and Triumph’s server automatically
sends and receives your game data for you.
New content and features are integrated into the updated Random Map Generator.
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Title: Age of Wonders III - Eternal Lords Expansion
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Triumph Studios
Publisher:
Triumph Studios
Franchise:
Age of Wonders
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 @ 2.4 Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5000+ @2.6 Ghz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: nVidia 8800 / ATi Radeon HD 3870 with 512MB or Laptop integrated Intel HD 3000 with 3GB system ram
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 10 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible
Additional Notes:
Requires a 1024x768 screen resolution.
Requires an open IPv4 connection for online multiplayer.
A Triumph Account is required to use the game's online services. The game's single player and Hot Seat modes are fully
playable using the guest account.
Please note that the Editor is Windows only.
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Sometimes Simple is better!
Real simple strategy game for the right price. Great for taking a small break and using the other side of your brain.. As a fan of
the NHL '93 on the Genesis and the more recent Clusterpuck 99 I had to try out this game eventually. I must say it's great fun
and varied enough to keep you interested for many hours. Fitting visuals, great soundtrack and a good sense of humor!
Some minor issues with the goalee and friendly AI can be forgiven, especially when playing with a group of four.
Not too sure about the price point and the lack of measurable sales though, especially on PC. Still hoping for a Switch release
where this kind of game would shine, due to nostalgic nintendo fans, a coop-friendly environment and the current lack of
competitors!. Story - you have to visit several different kingdoms to cure people cursed by a witch. The interesting side effect of
this story is that each kingdom is totally tailored to the type of person you are curing. For example, one person is a painter, and
all the puzzles and HOP's involve paintings and sculptures. In another kingdom, you are curing a scientist, and all the puzzles
and HOP's involve machinery and lab equipment. I thought this was kind of neat, as it added a lot of variety to the game.
Graphics - Decent, with a lot of little interesting animations to add to the atmosphere.
HOPs - Good variety with list based ones, find x amount of one type of thing, and the put objects back into the HOP type. One
HOP that I particularly enjoyed was a circuit board where parts had been ripped out or damaged. You had a list of parts and
tools that you had to use to repair it.
Puzzles - Like the other "Echoes of the Past" game on Steam, this game really shines in the puzzle and mini-game department.
It's packed with them, with tremendous variety and originality. Most of them were even different than the previous "Echoes of
the Past". I love it when developers really put the effort into fun, original puzzles and mini-games, instead of just putting
different graphics on the same old puzzles.
Features - unlike it's predecessor, this "Echoes of the Past" does have a map, with instant travel and indications of stuff to do.
There is a hint system, strategy guide, bonus chapter, and more puzzles and mini-games in the "Extras" section.
Length - About 6 hours on Advanced setting with no guide\/hints. Another 1 1\/2 hours for the bonus chapter. So quite lengthy
as HOG's go.
Overall, an excellent HOG, and highly recommended.. Beautiful game! hidden gem!. It's not really so much of a game and you
probably won't 'play' it for hours every day... But it's a very relaxing experience, filled with beautiful music and hand-drawn
graphics. There's a few puzzles in there as well and you get to collect some wisdom scrolls and quotes. You could easily
meditate with this playing in the background.
Worth it's low price, if you just want to unwind and relax for a while every now and then. (Though you can also find plenty of
equality beautiful music to relax\/meditate to.). Literally the best game I have ever played in my entire life. 10\/10.. game bad
couldnt remove the letter at the start. Monkey Island lovers, move over. There's a new dog in town! (Okay, I'll stop)
Originally, I played it just for the Summer Camp achievement. This game is fantastic! I'm not very good at Point & Click
Adventure games. My brain can't seem to move beyond that process of combining a "Gorilla" and a "Woman" to create a
"Monkey Wrench."
Jolly Rover isn't like that. There's layers of hints for your skill level. The puzzles make sense, the story never lags behind, and
it's a pretty funny game. It's actually the first adventure game I beat without looking up spoilers!
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To me this is one of the games that feels really unique, like you haven't played anything else like it. It sort of the opposite of
Puzzle Quest. In Puzzle Quest, you do RPG things using puzzle mechanics. In DROD RPG, you do puzzle things using RPG
mechanics. The whole thing is a giant interconnected puzzle that using deterministic RPG mechanics. The only thing you control
is doing things in the right order. The number of choices you have becomes stagering though. It's hard to imagine how a game
like this was designed, as it seems like it is extremely balanced. It is possible to play so bad that you have to start the whole game
(or at least half of it) over. It happened to me once. It's honestly not as big a deal as it seems though, it's kind of part of the fun.
Took me 18 hours to beat.. dont recommend. I have always loved a good strategy game and this one is well made. Despite the
simple interface and battles you experience, it is made exactly for the current technology available. I don't see a reason to create
anything more complicated than what this game brought to the table. As most people are developing "VR Legs" and ability to
tolerate a game in excessive hours played at one sitting, it is very enjoyable.
For the single player campaign, I have been enjoying it very much. You follow instructions, you play the game, and your
experience will very of course. I have been enjoying it very much. On a high end system, its pretty sharp and smooth. It reminds
me of a tower defense but of course its not but it is very fun. I manage resources, create an army, upgrade stuff, and there isn't
really much anything else to do besides what we already know of a good strategy game. Sound, graphics, game play is great. Not
excellent but it is great and very enjoyable. It's a full game!
No multiplayer game play yet as I have not played a game yet.
Don't expect epic battles and realistic graphics! This game is exactly like the video shows and is very fun. A must when it goes
on special. A little steep for full price (buy at full price to support them just because VR is a new tech!). 14.99 is a GO and
should be dropped at this price down the road.. Video Review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=f81rLNZ1rCk
In Summary: I really enjoyed the art and characters but sadly the gameplay isn't as deep as Recettear. I had fun with this but I do
wonder if that was because I really wanted another shopkeeping game. The lack of graphical and sound options is big issue,
particularly the sound as it is INCREDIBLY loud.
I'm pretty lukewarm about this one but I'll give it a recommend because I didn't hate it.. However, I'd say only give this a shot if
it's cheap or if you badly want a game like this.. Gotta go fast. If you're having troubles running this game in full screen mode,
you can try the Fullscreen F11 http:\/\/www.kapitanpazur.piasta.pl\/dl\/fullscreen_f11.zip program. Just run it and press F11 in
game to play in full screen. I'm not into AGS (Adventure Game Studio) engine development, but not being able to play the game
in full screen mode in 2017, and the fact that controllers are not supported, plus the not very intuitive menus, shows how bad
AGS ages.
While Heroine's Quest has more charming graphics and memorable music, so far this one has more involving story and lacks
battles (which I like).
Judging by the lack of reviews though, I don't believe this has many sales and people these days don't have much time for this
kind of games. This saddens me because authors have put a lot of effort into making this excellent game which deserves more. I
love every type of quest games that looks like this and I really appreciate what the team behind this game made. I haven't played
such quest from a really long time and this review is probably pointless to you because if you're reading this, you're most
probably already playing this gem.. There's a strange bug inside this game. I had to restart my computer to stop the still running
bug I only played this like 20 mins but it said I've been playing this more then +10 hours, Poorly mapped out port for the PC.. I
recommend highly, 11/10.. a really cute game.
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